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Motivation

Overview

Retinal prosthesis

✔

✔

Healthy vision

Limited vision

Retinal prostheses provide
limited capabilities as a result of
low resolution, limited field of
view and poor dynamic range.
Understanding the influence of
these parameters in the
perception results can guide
prostheses research and design.

Retinal prostheses are designed to restore partial
functional vision in patients with total vision loss.

Results and Conclusions

Simulated prosthetic vision (SPV) and Evaluation
We use a new SPV system that allows simple and effective
experimentation. Our system uses a virtual-reality environment
based on panoramic scenes. The simulator employs a headmounted display which allows users to feel immersed in the
scene by perceiving the entire scene all around.

✔

✔

We evaluate the influence of FoV with respect to spatial
resolution in visual prostheses, measuring the accuracy and
response time in a search and recognition task.

✔

Angular resolution is major determinant for effective object recognition, being directly correlated to the accuracy and
inversely correlated to the response time.
Our results seem to indicate that it is better to concentrate the phosphenes to maximize the angular resolution,
sacrificing field of view.
Our experimental setup relies on a consumer-level head-mounted display, public image databases and we have
released the software needed to run the simulator, to facilitate replications and extensions.
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